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1: Star vs. the Forces of Evil The Magic Book of Spells by Daron Nefcy
According to Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells, Skywynne Butterfly created the current version of the
Book of Spells after the original version was lost in a castle fire. v â€¢ e â€¢ d Star vs. the Forces of Evil Objects.

Oct 14, Alice Malice rated it it was amazing Great read! Each chapter was so interesting. And I loved the
cards. No joke, this book is now one of my favorite books of all time. I definitely want to say kudos to Daron
Nefcy, who is an absolute idol. Thank you so, so much for bringing this book to life and thank you for the gift
that is Star vs the Forces of Evil in general. When I first got the spell book, I was head-over-heels in love. So
first off, I noticed that there was a Glossaryck eye in the top gem of the cover and I realized how much was
put into the book. The back note on the sleeve of the book was great. When I opened up the front sleeve of the
book, I read the note from Daron Nefcy and my excitement could not be contained. I never knew that she was
the voice of StarFan13, but I respect her even more for it. Not only did she create the show, but she also
voices, too, and that is super cool. I love that she even explains how the book came to be in my possession.
Continuity errors are the worst, but there was not a single one in this book. And so are Marco and Moon,
which makes me really happy. Moon and Marco are people that I relate to and I love them so much. How fast
can I find the page with the signs? What is this, Gravity Falls? How am I supposed to decode it? The first page
just sets the best tone for what the book is like. Glossaryck in a schmexy pose, introducing himself. I mean, I
actually think that Glossaryck knows more about everything than he lets on. And sometimes that makes me
dislike him. So, Glossaryck created the Magic High Commission to serve specific purposes. Heckapoo for
interdimensional travel, Omnitraxis Prime for space-time, Lekmet for entropy, Reynaldo the Bald Pate for
enforcing orderliness, and Rhombulus for warfare. What the heck even is entropy? Hold on, lemme look this
up. He looks like a toga-wearing giraffe monk. Throughout this entire book, there have been on-and-off wars
with the monsters. Actually, my favorite character in the whole show is Eclipsa, and my favorite character on
Earth is Janna. Eclipsa is just so marvelously different and I love everything from her fashion, her name, her
personality, to her cheek emblems. I love how every chapter contains diary entries, pictures, a flashcard about
the queen or boy prince , an explanation of the wand, the Millhorse, and spells. First of all, his name is extra
af. Second of all, he might be good at math, but nothing else. He was a spoiled boy prince that should not have
been given the wand. The wand is a prestigious magical object that is meant for the matrilineal line anyway.
She made a good queen, but she was hell-bent on killing as many monsters as possible, which is what I believe
drove her daughter Eclipsa to the Prince of Darkness, and monsters in general, I guess. I shipped her and
Alphonse, and it even ended up with Eclipsa as a result. And let us not forget what Solaria did to Mina
Loveberry. Mina was just an innocent Mewman girl until a few spells turned her into what I would classify as
a monster. And after she lost her marbles, she tried to go after Meteora. It kind of surprised me when I realized
that Mina is older than Eclipsa. Okay, time to talk about The Forbidden Chapter. But definitely a little radical
and teen-spirited. I love her parasol. I legitimately want it. Even in the last episode of Season 3, Eclipsa looked
incredible when she used the wand. I want to wield it. I would say that the only exception would be the
Septarians. They are truly cold-blooded. Though, I do think that Meteora is an abomination. Not necessarily
because of what she is except for the fact that she can eat people or suck out their soul or whatever , but
because of what a truly awful combination of Globgor and Eclipsa she is. Even as a baby she was hideous!
Her name was Miss Heinous. She had that weird top of white hair on her head and in her fullest monster form,
the only thing that made her half Mewman was the cheek emblems. I apologize if that was a little rant-y and
offensive, but it is what I believe. I believe that her situation forced her to be a darker queen. On the pages that
are written in Low-Mewnian, there is one thing I can make out. Eclipsa has her parasol pointed directly at
what appears to be a Septarian, Seth to be exact, aimed directly at his heart. Festivia seemed extremely
clueless. This is where we get into some real deep questions. Was Festivia just any old peasant girl? Where
were her true parents? Can just anyone use the wand and wield magic? What about the cheek emblems? Can
just anyone turn into a butterfly-Mewman hybrid? I have way too many questions and not enough answers, so
come by me, Season 4! I mean, how do you even pronounce her name? She writes in balls, which is
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apparently a language, and she just mopes about. That is no queen. Rhombulus had always confused Eclipsa
with Bobipsa, so it was nice to know that she really did exist. She was almost too good. She even came up
with a spell to give herself 8 hours of rest in 4 minutes just so she could use more of her time doing productive
things. She probably made more spells than all the other queens combined. But she was extremely lonely, and
it never explicitly said anything about a hubby. I also love her cheek emblems. Classic Glossaryck, just putting
stuff in wherever he sees fit. I know that Glossaryck liked Rhina because of her riddles, but Comet was his
favorite. Rhina was a strange little wackadoodle, but she was interesting. But what the heck was going on with
her wrist? They never went into detail about that. I am happy that there were tarot cards. I kind of made a mess
of things, but I blame Glossaryck. Estrella was something else. She was awful quiet, too. I do so wonder what
exactly was going on in that head of hers. Comet was an extremely strong queen. Married and pregnant all
before she became queen. She even tried to strengthen monster and Mewman relations, trying to redesign
Mewnipendence Day and make a peace treaty. Sometimes I wish she had succeeded. You know, that begs a
question. Anyway, I have to give credit where credit is due on those pie recipes. As in, yaasss queen! I love
her wand and her relationship to River. Especially when she loses her marbles. Star is the greatest. We finally
find out the history of her horns and get to see photos of Tom and Star when they were so young-looking. He
is adorable and Starco is totally cannon, btws. How could I not?
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2: Star vs. the Forces of Evil (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
If you like/love Star vs The Forces of Evil, this book is a great thing for you. It's funny(I caught myself laughing out loud
spontaneously while reading some.

I gave my 9 year old this book this evening and she was so excited that she started flipping through the pages
really quickly. This is a sponsored post by Disney Book Group. All opinions are my own. Our blog also
contains affiliate links, which means if you choose to make a purchase on this book using one of our links or
other items , we may earn a small commission. My daughter is really excited about the book. Each page has
some Disney storytelling magic and animation. The formatting of the book is not really a novel and not really
a comic book. It tells the story through creative organizers, pictures, and also includes secrets and magic.
Check out this book and read more about it on Amazon! My daughter has been reading another book series
and was about to start on another book. When I asked her which book she wants to read now she said it would
be this one for sure. As a mom, sometimes I stress whether or not my daughter is reading on her level. As a
teacher and educator, I know that more importantly it should be that your kids are reading for enjoyment first.
The level will come once they mature with the content. I love that my daughter will grab a book and want to
read it for an hour before going to bed. I also love that Disney creates books, since I believe they have the best
storytellers in the world. How would you like to win your own copy of Star vs. The Magic Book of Spells
Giveaway? Be sure to enter this sponsored giveaway below. You can also read more and purchase the book on
Amazon today! A copy of Star vs. The Magic Book of Spells. Enter below on the Rafflecopter form.
3: Magic Instruction Book | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
"By the Book" is the fourteenth episode of the second season of Star vs. the Forces of Evil. It premiered on September
12, , alongside "Goblin Dogs".

4: Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells Book and Hulu Giveaway! - www.enganchecubano
Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells is a book based on Star vs. the Forces of Evil. It is a real-life
version of Star Butterfly 's Magic Instruction Book from the series. It was written by Amber Benson and Daron Nefcy and
published by Disney Press on September 11,

5: Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells Giveaway - A Sparkle of Genius
This fun-packed, full-color jacketed hardcover version of The Magic Book of Spells will give fans of Star Vs the Forces of
Evil all the inside information and a chance to meet four never-seen-before queens.

6: STAR VS. THE FORCES OF EVIL: The Magic Book of Spells (Giveaway!) Rural Mom
No joke, this book is now one of my favorite books of all time. I definitely want to say kudos to Daron Nefcy, who is an
absolute idol. Thank you so, so much for bringing this book to life and thank you for the gift that is Star vs the Forces of
Evil in general.

7: Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells | Review & Giveaway
Excited to share with you our Star vs. the Forces of Evil: The Magic Book of Spells Giveaway! Disney Book Group is
partnering with me for a giveaway! I love finding new books for my kids at the STAR VS.

8: List of Star vs. the Forces of Evil episodes - Wikipedia
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Star vs. the Forces of Evil is a DisneyXD show that I am pretty sure your kids are watching. I gave my 9 year old this
book this evening and she was so excited that she started flipping through the pages really quickly.

9: Star vs. the Forces of Evil - Wikipedia
Welcome to Star vs. the Forces of Evil Wiki, a wiki for the animated comedy adventure series Star vs. the Forces of Evil
on Disney XD! Star vs. the Forces of Evil follows fun-loving magical teen princess, Star Butterfly, who -- after a few bold
skirmishes with other-worldly monsters -- is sent by her royal parents to live with the Diaz family on Earth, bringing along
her own unique inter.
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